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The independent voice of the visual arts.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand,
content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
In its four volumes, 650 entries, 2000 pages and 1.2 million words, Encyclopedia Latina explores every aspect of Latino
life in America from a myriad of perspectives, spanning the arts, media, cuisine, government and politics, science and
technology, business, health, and sports, among others. While the collection represents an important cultural point of
reference and source of pride for Latino youth, it will also serve the interests of an increasingly diverse American
population who can all relate to the themes and stories included in this resource.
A new edition of the most in-depth guide available to Uruguay, from secret urban gems to remote rural idylls.
Early in its history, anthropology was a visual as well as verbal discipline. But as time passed, visually oriented
professionals became a minority among their colleagues, and most anthropologists used written words rather than
audiovisual modes as their professional means of communication. Today, however, contemporary electronic and
interactive media once more place visual anthropologists and anthropologically oriented artists within the mainstream.
Digital media, small-sized and easy-to-use equipment, and the Internet, with its interactive and public forum websites,
democratize roles once relegated to highly trained professionals alone. However, having access to a good set of tools
does not guarantee accurate and reliable work. Visual anthropology involves much more than media alone. This book
presents visual anthropology as a work-in-progress, open to the myriad innovations that the new audiovisual
communications technologies bring to the field. It is intended to aid in contextualizing, explaining, and humanizing the
storehouse of visual knowledge that university students and general readers now encounter, and to help inform them
about how these new media tools can be used for intellectually and socially beneficial purposes. Concentrating on
documentary photography and ethnographic film, as well as lesser-known areas of study and presentation including
dance, painting, architecture, archaeology, and primate research, the book's fifteen contributors feature populations living
on all of the world's continents as well as within the United States. The final chapter gives readers practical advice about
how to use the most current digital and interactive technologies to present research findings.
This complete guide helps you decide which island to visit based on what you want to do, when you want to go, and how
much you have to spend. Focusing on the islands that are best for first-time visitors--and that offer the biggest bang for
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the buck--Caribbean For Dummies offers the best of the best and includes: Reviews of travel basics--from finding the
very best deals to overcoming language barriers Analysis of the benefits of package deals--the easiest, cheapest way to
get to the islands Coverage of Aruba, Barbados, British Virgin Islands, Grand Cayman, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, St. Lucia,
St. Martin/St. Maarten, and the U.S. Virgin Islands The lowdown on hotels, dining, and nightlife More than a dozen inside
maps
Folk art is as varied as it is indicative of person and place, informed by innovation and grounded in cultural context. The
variety and versatility of 300 American folk artists is captured in this collection of informative and thoroughly engaging
essays. • 300 essays on folk artists from all over the United States, organized alphabetically within geographical region •
Introductory essays for each of the five regional sections • Numerous photographs of the works of many artists profiled •
A glossary of over 100 terms, such as "quirts" and "whirlygigs" • A list of museums and galleries by region and a list of
artists by media • An extensive bibliography including works from the fields of folklore, art history, and art criticism, as
well as catalogs from major museum and gallery exhibitions
Maps of each Caribbean island and the Caribbean area accompany travel tips and a brief history of the islands
Offers suggestions for utilizing cultural materials and multicultural programming within schools and libraries, including
African, Caribbean, Korean, and Native American perspectives.
From the historic port city of San Juan to peaks of the Cordellia mountain range, Frommer takes independent travelers to
the historical and cultural sights of Puerto Rico--to its casinos, its white beaches, and its tropical rain forest. Maps of
Puerto Rico are included.
The biographical material formerly included in the directory is issued separately as Who's who in American art, 1936/37A biographical and critical guide to painters, sculptors, photographers, and architects from the beginning of the modern
era to the present.
Issue your students a passport to travel the globe with this incredible series! Eight jam-packed books visit more than 50 countries
from all seven continents, from North America to Australia and back again. Units feature in-depth studies of each country?s
history, culture, language, foods, and so much more. Reproducible pages provide cross-curricular reinforcement and bonus
content, including activities, recipes, and games. Numerous ideas for extension activities are also provided. Beautiful illustrations
and photographs make students feel as if they?re halfway around the world. Perfect for any teacher looking to show off the world,
this must-have series will turn every student into an accomplished globetrotter!
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself
as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from
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politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and
excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
Contains over seven hundred entries on African American folklore, including music, art, foodways, spiritual beliefs, and proverbs.
Throughout Massachusetts, artists carry on and revitalise deeply rooted traditions that take many expressive forms - from Native
American basketry to Yankee wooden boats, Armenian lace, Chinese seals, and Irish music and dance. This illustrated volume
celebrates and shares the work of a wide array of these living artists.
The mammoth 85th Anniversary Issue of The Unique Magazine features: FICTION: "Heart of Ice" by Tanith Lee; "Creature" by
Ramsey Shehadeh; "The Yellow Dressing Gown" by Sarah Monette; "The Talion Moth" by John Kirk; "Detours on the Way to
Nothing" by Rachel Swirsky; "Black Petals" (new Elric novella) by Michael Moorock. SPECIAL FEATURE: The 85 Weirdest
Storytellers of the Past 85 Years. POETRY: "A Compleynte on the Deth of Sir William Thatcher, Sumtyme Ycleped Ulrich of
Lichtenstein" by Geoffrey Chaucer. NONFICTION: Interview: Jeff VanderMeer chats with weird fantasy novelist China Mieville;
Weirdism: Stephen Geigen-Miller on his pulp-fiction heritage; Lost Pages: Ira Marcks presents a snapshot of modern Innsmouth...;
Lost in Lovecraft: ...and Kenneth Hite explores why H.P.L.'s characters sought asylum in Arkham; Excerpt: Csilla Csori discusses
the science of Dune's gholas and how to raise the dead; The Bazaar: Cherie Priest meets a steampunk Cthulhoid amulet crafter;
The Cryptic: Darrell Schweitzer on the enduring power of the Blob; The Library: Book reviews.
Provides tourist information
Profiles the lives of many distinguished citizens of the U.S., explores the richness of its religious traditions, describes its holidays,
customs, and festivities, and reports its ways of marking anniversaries.
Caribbean Connections: Puerto Rico introduces students to the history, economy, environment, and culture of Puerto Rico through
essays, poetry, and fiction.
LIFE Magazine is the treasured photographic magazine that chronicled the 20th Century. It now lives on at LIFE.com, the largest,
most amazing collection of professional photography on the internet. Users can browse, search and view photos of today’s people
and events. They have free access to share, print and post images for personal use.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Glass Castle: A Memoir. Raised by an eccentric artist mother and a brilliant but alcoholic father,
Jeannette Walls, who writes for MSNBC, and her 3 siblings lived a horrible and neglectful childhood. In Traditional Chinese.
Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Issue your students a passport to travel the globe with this incredible packet on Puerto Rico! Units feature in-depth studies of its
history, culture, language, foods, and so much more. Reproducible pages provide cross-curricular reinforcement and bonus
content, including activities, recipes, and games. Numerous ideas for extension activities are also provided. Beautiful illustrations
and photographs make students feel as if they’re halfway around the world. Perfect for any teacher looking to show off the world,
this must-have packet will turn every student into an accomplished globetrotter!
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A tribute to the cultural diversity that is America (blues music, pottery-making, dancing, and more), this first full-length study
salutes the nearly 150 artists who have been named National Heritage Fellows by the Folk Arts Program of the National
Endowment for the Arts. 160 illustrations, including 50 in full color.
Suitable for mainstream travellers who want to access the popular destinations in the Caribbean, this book delivers: expert advice, tracking
down the best sights and experiences; detailed background on people, geography, culture and history; and accurate mapping for orientation
at country, region and city levels. It also includes 140 photographs.
Identify key characteristics for thousands of art institutions in the U.S. and Canada with the American Art Directory 1990-2000. This fully
revised and updated resource is conveniently organized into four sections to quickly pinpoint the information needed: -- Art Organizations -profiling more than 3,470 National and Regional Organizations, Museums, Libraries and Associations in the U.S. and Canada. -- Art Schools
-- covering more than 1,600 institutions located in the U.S. and Canada. -- Art Information -- consisting of 9 useful address directories -- Major
Museums Abroad, Major Art Schools Abroad, State Arts Councils, State Directors and Supervisors of Art Education, Art Magazines,
Newspaper Art Editors and Critics, Scholarships and Fellowships, Open Exhibitions, Traveling Exhibition Booking Agencies. -- Includes Three
Indexes -- Subject, Personnel, and Organizational.
Vols. 1- include papers for the tenth- annual meeting of the Pioneer America Society.
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